
Virtual
     Voice Over
             Coaching
LET'S
WORK
TOGETHER

Extensive practice with commercial,
radio, animation, promo, and narrative
voice over scripts.

Ensuring your at-home set up is up to
professional standards.

Navigating a VO reel & prepping
 for agency representation. 

Audition feedback. 



Hi! You've clicked on this link because
you're interested in private voice over

coaching. I’d love to give you some more
info on how I work with my students to

help you decide if I might be a good coach
for you! 

I've been a professional VO artist for 9
years, having worked with the best VO

agencies in New York City and Atlanta. I
have personal experience in commercial,

radio, pharma, animation, ADR, promo and
narrative podcasts! 

My coachings are virtual and are $50 for
55 minutes. In a typical coaching, we spend

the majority of the time working on
different types of scripts together. Breaking

each of them down by genre, style, and
your personal point of view. 
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We talk a lot about the process of dissecting a
script, and looking for clues to make smart

choices. 

We also work on an at-home equipment list.
Once you have an at-home set up, I assign

weekly VO homework to be sent in to me via
MP3 before each session. This is a very

important part of coaching as it gives you the
opportunity to practice editing and recording
your voice over auditions at home, the same

way you would for an agent or client. 

Some of my students have agents, some don't.
Some use casting websites like voices or

voice123 to get work, others have personal
connections with brands. Some are just

starting out :) 
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If you're based in the ATL area, it's also
important to note that I have a relationship
with Atlanta Voice Over Studio to allow my
students the opportunity to make a custom

reel at an additional cost. 

If you're interested, I send out a weekly VO
coaching list to my students with available
times.  We meet virtually via Google Meet.

Some students come once a week, others one a
month - and in between.

Creating a safe, supportive, and fun
environment for my students to learn is the

most important part!

If you would like to be added to the weekly
email list, reach out to me at:
maggie.stiggers@gmail.com

www.maggiepoliti.com

https://atlantavoiceoverstudio.com/

